**Cruise Weekly today**

Cruise Weekly today features three pages of all the latest cruise industry news.

**Riviera returns**

**RIVIERA** Travel River Cruises recently returned to service with two Douro sailings.

The line completed its first cruise in 18 months, with 120 passengers on board two Douro, Porto and Salamanca eight-day sailings.

The voyages featured excursions to a Porto vineyard and UNESCO World Heritage site, the Old City of Salamanca, along with guided tours of medieval village Castelo Rodrigo, and the spectacular gardens of Mateus Palace.

Riviera Travel will now operate a series of river cruises across Europe up until early Nov, as bookings boom across the United Kingdom and United States markets, with next year already down to limited availability.

**IAATO gears up**

MEMBERS of the International Association of Antarctica Tour Operators (IAATO) are preparing for the start of the Antarctic travel season, following months of discussion and collaboration with the continent’s gateways.

IAATO, which turned 30 this year, held a meeting with members last Thu to discuss operations for the season ahead, following recently released COVID-19 parameters for travel from Antarctic gateways Argentina, Chile and the Falkland Islands.

The Association, which has more than 100 members worldwide including a range of cruise lines, has been working diligently over the last 16 months to deliver keystone recommendations regarding COVID-19 protocols when Antarctic operations resume later this year.

**CLIA welcomes US travel**

**CRUISE Lines International Association (CLIA) has welcomed the White House’s decision to lift international travel restrictions to the United States from 19 Nov.**

The White House announced overnight it would be lifting the COVID travel ban, allowing entry for vaccinated travellers.

White House Coronavirus Response Coordinator Jeffrey Zients said fully vaccinated travellers from anywhere in the world would be able to fly to the United States, though they would also be subject to new testing and contact-tracing procedures.

Zients said the new system will be “relying on individuals, rather than a country-based approach”.

CLIA joined its peers in the travel and tourism sector in showing its appreciation for the Biden Administration’s recognition of the importance of international travel to the American economy, and for establishing a path for international visitors to travel to the United States responsibly.

“The cruise industry is an important driver of international visits to the United States, prompting approximately 2.5 million international visitors to travel to the United States to embark on a cruise in 2019, representing nearly 18% of all US cruise embarkations,” CLIA said.

“International cruise visitors in the United States spend US$4.5 billion annually on hotel stays, transportation, retail and other US businesses, supporting nearly 60,000 American jobs.

“Our members look forward to welcoming international travellers, including from the United Kingdom and the European Union, back to the United States while continuing to prioritise public health.”

**REGISTRATIONS CLOSE 30 SEPTEMBER**

**NCL’S WALK FOR WELLNESS**

1–31 OCTOBER 2021

**Follow the Northern Lights**

Up to $1,400 Onboard Credit*

*Offer amount per cabin, twin share. T&Cs apply.
MSC in eleventh heaven

MSC Cruises’ *MSC Divina* has become the line’s 11th ship to resume passenger operations. *Divina* departed her new homeport of Port Canaveral for a three-night sailing to the Bahamas, visiting Nassau and MSC’s private island destination, Ocean Cay MSC Marine Reserve (pictured).

The ship joins *MSC Meraviglia* for sailings in the Caribbean Sea and The Bahamas, giving United States-based travellers the choice of three-, four-, and seven-night itineraries from the two embarkation ports.

There are six MSC ships also currently sailing in the Med – *MSC Grandiosa*, *MSC Magnifica*, *MSC Orchestra*, *MSC Seashore*, *MSC Seaside*, and *MSC Splendida*, with *MSC Virtuosa* set to join them tomorrow.

*MSC Bellissima* is also operating in the Red Sea from Jeddah, while *MSC Seaview* is sailing in the Baltic Sea from Kiel.

CLIA + Samoa pact

*Cruise* Lines International Association (CLIA) has welcomed Samoa Tourism Authority as an Executive Partner to support the destination’s presence in Australia.

CLIA Australasia Managing Director Joel Katz said the new partnership was a sign of long-term confidence in cruising and its role in supporting tourism in the South Pacific.

“Cruise lines have a long history of investment in the South Pacific and have been important contributors to the development of tourism and employment opportunities in island destinations,” he said.

“Samoa Tourism Authority joins CLIA at a time when our industry is closely focused on achieving a revival, and we are delighted to have them as a part of our community.”

PENGUINS, WHALES, GLACIERS AND MORE!

Explore Antarctica with Quark Expeditions, the leader in polar adventures.

Save up to 25%!

on select voyages!

---

Atlas to Antarctica

ATLAS Ocean Voyages has confirmed World Navigator’s inaugural Antarctica season will sail in Nov through Mar. *World Navigator* will sail nine- and 12-night Antarctica expeditions, departing round-trip from Ushuaia, with guests to enjoy a once-in-a-lifetime adventure to the Southern Continent, where they will witness penguins, seals, walruses, whales and large sea birds, all set against towering icebergs.

Private charter jet services have been established for a safety bubble from the United States in order to operate the expeditions.

As part of its All Inclusive All the Way commitment, Atlas will bring guests directly to Ushuaia to embark the ship using its own chartered private jet.

---
Unique to Croatia
UNIQUE Cruises has released a new Croatia program, to respond to the pre-pandemic popularity growth in the destination.
The cruise agency will also organise travellers’ land touring both pre- and post-cruising.
Unique founder Walter Nand said he was excited by the new product range.
“We know Croatia is a bucket list destination for many travellers, and we want to see them have the best trip for their budget”.
Travel advisors can register for Unique Cruises Croatia Training next Tue at 10am AEST HERE, and find the new brochure HERE.